
Applying Memory Networks to Question-Answering (QA) 

Background and motivations 
Most machine learning models lack an easy way to read and write to part of a 
(potentially very large) long-term memory component, and to combine this 
seamlessly with inference. Hence, they do not take advantage of one of the great 
assets of a modern day computer.  

The central idea is to combine the successful learning strategies developed in the 
machine learning literature for inference with a memory component that can be 
read and written to. Recently there has been a resurgence in models of 
computation using explicit storage and a notion of attention [1, 2, 3, 4] The 
central idea is to combine the successful learning strategies developed in the 
machine learning literature for inference with a memory component that can be 
read and written to. In [1, 2, 3, 4], the storage is endowed with a continuous 
representation; reads from and writes to the storage, as well as other processing 
steps, are modeled by the actions of neural networks. During the last two years, 
both Google Deepmind and Facebook AI research are actively working on this 
area. 

Question-Answering (QA) 
In question-answering (QA) task, the system is told a set of facts or a story, and 
then it has to answer questions on that subject. The typical setting and examples 
of QA is illustrated in the following figure. To infer an answer of a question, the 
system need to access a set of statements (context). Only some subset of the 
statements contain information needed for the answer, and the others are 
essentially irrelevant distractors.  

 

In principle QA task can be modeled using a language modeler such as a 
recurrent neural network (RNN). However, RNNs are known to have difficulty 
in performing memorization. It recently shown that various kinds of proposed 
memory networks can be used to handle such problems that require long-term 
memory. 

Your task 
In this project, you are going to start with applying one of the proposed memory 
networks to the problem of QA task. The implementations for different versions 



of memory network are open on Github. A good starting point is the methods 
proposed by [4]. 

The first part of the project will be replicating results in one of the paper we 
choose and understand various memory networks.  

After you gain some experiences running memory network on the QA task, you 
need to apply it to one other domain where long-term dependency is of great 
concern. For example, one interesting application is moving from simple QA to 
more complex dialogues or conversations. Working with a new application 
requires you to make necessary network structure modification and this will also 
be the fun part. 
 
Besides retaining information for longer term, memory network can also be use 
to quickly encode and retrieve new information so as to adapt to new trend in 
data. So we could also study some nice properties of memory networks while 
applying it to other domains. 

Depending on the quality of the results we might attempt to publish it as a 
scientific publication.  

Ideal candidate  

• Experienced with Python and a good coder in general.  
• Familiar with machine learning, especially artificial neural network. 
• Passionate about the topic.  

Contact  

Fei Mi (fei.mi@epfl.ch) 
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